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English Smart
Handwriting

Develop legible handwriting for 
primary school students in both
print and cursive scripts

Free alphabet tracing cards with grooves in Book 1 & 

Book C for providing tactile writing experience

Unique Features

Product video

Audio

Read more

Access to videos and audio throughout 

the workbook via QR Codes

13 workbooks    Print Script (Books 1–5)    Cursive Script (Books C, 6–12)

New
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A  Follow the lines. Copy the words in the correct boxes.

MazesMazes
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Joining letters (4)

queen queen queen

17

What’s wrong with the letters?What’s wrong with the letters?
A  Look at the letters. They are too small. Correct them.

18

32
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Listen to the recording. Write the words and sentences in cursive. 

DictationDictation

1  (3 letters)  2  (4 letters) 

3  (5 letters)  4  (6 letters) 

5  (7 letters)  6  (8 letters) 

7  (4 words) 

8  (5 words) 

9  (6 words) 

13 workbooks which provide progressive theme-based exercises for writing letters, words, sentences 

and paragraphs

Warm-up and games for reinforcing 

what students have learnt on strokes, 

confusing letters and vocabulary

Extensive activities for consolidating 

handwriting skills such as cursive letter 

joining, letter size, spacing, etc.

Dictations for reviewing the 

vocabulary covered in the 

workbooks  

Overview
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Reading Elect

Exam Elect

ATHENS 100 SERIES: Reading Elect is a 6-book reading 
comprehension series written in accordance with the latest Primary 
English Curriculum to expand students’ vocabulary, enhance their 
reading skills and help them develop a habit of reading.

ATHENS 100 SERIES: Exam Elect is a 12-book series written in accordance 
with the latest Primary English Curriculum to provide comprehensive 
preparation for students’ English tests and exams at school.

12 units with themes and authentic text types in alignment with major English textbooks

Over 15 reading texts provide a variety of ample and meaningful practices

       indicates reading texts related to topics of science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics

Over 160 must-learn thematic vocabulary are introduced in                           and highlighted in the 
reading texts

Vocabulary Boosters enhance vocabulary building and understanding of word structure

Challenging questions are indicated by       in reading comprehension exercises

     provides aids for answering challenging questions

Up-to-date text types, e.g. social media posts, infographics, etc. and new vocabulary are introduced in 

light of recent technological and social media development

Easy access to audio recordings of the reading texts through QR Codes
Scan to Listen

4 sets of test papers and 1 set of exam paper providing various practices 

on vocabulary, grammar, reading and writing 

1 bonus set of listening test paper consolidating students’ listening skills

Questions modelled on frequently tested topics and question types in school tests and exams

        indicating question types from elite school exam papers

        highlighting challenging questions

Answer Key with audio scripts and detailed explanations in Chinese

(Books 1 – 6)

(Books 1A – 6B)

Series

Series

Product
video

Read
more

Read
more
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18 units of grammar exercises modelling on frequently tested 
question types in school tests and exams

Grammar Station providing easy-to-follow grammar notes and typical examples

Progressive exercises consisting of contextualised  grammar practice

2 Revision and 1 Final Revision exercises tailored for pre-exam practice

Proofreading and Challenging questions (indicated by      ) designed for smart learners

16 Revision Cards extracting key grammar points

Answer Key with smart tips and Chinese explanations

16 units of writing exercises modelling on themes and text types covered in major textbooks used in 
Hong Kong

2 Boost-up Writing Tasks encouraging students to create their own writings based on frequently tested 

text types in exams

Guiding questions and mind maps helping students brainstorm and organize ideas

Key features of text types demonstrating structures and language features of must-learn text types

Word Bank Revision Cards providing level-up vocabulary

Model writings highlighting writing tips, pointing out common mistakes and suggesting alternative words

Writing Elect

Grammar Elect

ATHENS 100 SERIES: Grammar Elect is a 12-book series written for 
students to learn and revise the grammar items covered in the Primary 
English Curriculum and major textbooks used in Hong Kong.

ATHENS 100 SERIES: Writing Elect is a 6-book series written in 
accordance with the Primary English Curriculum to help students learn 
to write various text types and produce high-level writings.

(Books 1 – 6)

(Books 1A – 6B)

Series

Series

Read
more

Read
more
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(Book 4)

(Books 5 – 6)

(Books 1 – 6)

Athens Pre-S1 HKAT English 
Assorted exercises & 
Mock Papers P4

Athens Pre-S1 HKAT English 
Mock Papers P5–P6

Reading Comprehension
with Fables

Fascinating passages with attractive illustrations cultivate students’ 
interest in reading

Stories featuring moral and civic education foster positive values and 
attitudes such as perseverance, responsibility and integrity in students

Comprehension exercises are modelled on common question types in 
tests and exams

Language Corner highlights advanced vocabulary, phrasal verbs, idioms and useful 
expressions for vocabulary and sentence building

Questions related to values and attitudes help students reflect on the morals of the stories

Let’s Write demonstrates features of specific text types and provides writing practice

Audio recordings of the passages are accessible through QR codes

 Closely align with the latest HKAT question format

 Provide comprehensive practice for strengthening students’ language   
 skills necessary for being successful in the exam

English Assorted Exercises & Mock Papers (P4)
 Assorted exercises cover the most common and frequently tested   
 question types in one booklet

 2 full sets of mock papers and answer booklets

English Mock Papers (P5-P6)
 6 full sets of mock papers and answer booklets

 A fee ‘Strategy Guide’ booklet analyses the recent trends and illustrates all  
 essential Reading, Listening and Writing skills.

 Grasp the Skill, Learn the Tactic and Avoid the Mistake provide useful hints  
 and tips to help students familiarize with the exam

 Indicates Challenging questions and recent question types

with Teacher’s
Edition

Read
more

Read
more
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(Books P1 – P6)

(Books 1A – 6B)

(Books 1A – 6B)

Each book provides 39 reading texts with exercises and 2 assessments, 
including 15 checkpoints to keep track of learning progress

Essential Reading Skills and Text Type Analysis provide an overview 
of reading strategies

Word Preview, Word Bank and Vocabulary List strengthen and consolidate 
students’ word building skills

A total of 23 basic and advanced practices covering grammar, reading 
and vocabulary help consolidate language skills

2 assessments and a final assessment assess students’  language 
abilities

Questions are modelled on frequently tested question types in school 
tests and exams

Exam Revision Express provides effective revision on key language areas

English Smart Class
Weekly Language Practices

Skills up on Reading 
Comprehension

A total of 15 drills and 3 integrated tests provide solid practice for exams

Questions are modelled on frequently tested question types in school tests 
and exams

Suggested Revision Plans help students prepare for exams efficiently in 2 to 
4 weeks

Revision Cards summarise essential language elements for last minute revision

Quick  Drills  for  
English  Exams

with Teacher’s
Edition

Read
more

Read
more

Read
more
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9/F, Eastern Central Plaza, 3 Yiu Hing Road, Shau Kei Wan, Hong Kong

2570 97952887 8018 5167 1451 www.athenseducation.hk

Hotline:

2887 8018
5167 1451

HKEP Primary Website
www.hkep.com/pri

HKEP Primary Website

Sample
Request

P1－ P2
P2－ P3
P3－ P4
P4－ P5
P5－ P6
(5 books)

P1－ P2
P2－ P3
P3－ P4
P4－ P5
P5－ P6
(5 books)

Special Holiday

Summer Holiday Exercise SeriesHKEP
offer a variety of choices for effective learning

More

My Summer 

Holiday

We have been striving to provide schools with high-quality teaching materials and support the needs of teachers and 
students.Should you have any enquiries, please do not hesitate to contact our sales representatives or call our 
Customer Services Hotline 2887 8018 or Whatsapp 5167 1451 during office hours, for details.

 Sales                       District  Phone No. Email Address
   Representative

 何清華小姐 
 Fanny Ho All Districts   9425 7995 fannyho@hkep.com

 馬文忠先生  
 Onyx Ma Hong Kong Island  9809 9188 onyxma@hkep.com

 繆嘉瑩小姐
 Miu Mau Kowloon City, Sha Tin, Tai Po 9627 2388 miumau@hkep.com

 鄭瑞成先生 Yau Tsim Mong, Shum Shui Po,
 Ken Cheng Tsuen Wan, Sai Kung, Islands District 6124 2111 kencheng@hkep.com

 郭明琛先生 Kwai Tsing, Wong Tai Sin, Yau Tong,
 Hugo Kwok Sau Mau Ping, Lam Tin, North District  9668 5798 hugokwok@hkep.com

 譚耀庭先生 Kowloon Bay, Ngau Tau Kok, Kwun Tong, 
 Daniel Tam Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai, Tuen Mun 6628 6822 danieltam@hkep.com 


